
Table 1. Preliminary line identifications for solar absorption spectrum shown In figure 1

Line Number	identification	Line Number

	

1	N20	 28

	

2	03?+N20	 29

	

3	N20+03	 30

	

4	?	 31

	

5	03?	 32

	

6	03?	 33

	

7	N,0	 34

	

8	O?	 35

	

9	?	 36

	

10	CH4	 37

	

11	03?	 38

	

12	03	 39

	

13	N,0	 40

	

14	03+N,0	 41

	

15	N20	 42

	

16	03	 43

	

17	03+CH4	 44

	

18	03+N20	 45

	

19	0,+N,0	 46

	

20	N,0	 47

	

21	?	 48

	

22	03	 49

	

23	CH4+N20	 50

	

24	0,+N20	 51

	

25	N,0+?	 52

	

26	03	 53

	

27	03+CH4	 54

tween 9 and 27 November 1978 on ten flights, including
the transport to McMurdo Station and flight over the
polar plateau. These provide a data base of the column
density of a number of atmospheric constituents over a
wide range of latitudes. Figure 2 shows a sample of part
of one spectral scan observed near South Pole Station
on 24 November. Several features have been identified
in the figure. Over 2,000 spectral scans were recorded
on this series of flights. Selected scans are being reduced
to absolute spectral radiance and will then be converted
to column densities for the respective chemical species.
In addition to constituents shown in figure 2, column
densities will be calculated for HO, CH and possibly
NO.

Identification	Line Number	identification

N20
N,0	 55
N20	 56	03?
03	57	03+N,0
N20+03	58	N20
03 +N,0	 59
N,0	 60	03
03	61	03
03 +CH4	62

63	N,0
03 +N20	 64	CH4+03
03	65	03
N20	 66	03+N,0
03	67
H20	 68	N,0

69
H20	 70
03	71	03
N20+03	72	03+N20

73	N,O
H20	 74	N20 + CH4
?	 75	?
N,0	 76	03
03 +?	 77	03?
03	 78	0,

79	0,+CH4
N,0
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Antarctic and Pacific atmospheric
tritium
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Our study of antarctic tritium continued this year with
both land-based and airborne sampling (Mason and Ost-
lund, 1978).

The land-based sampler at South Pole Station, which
has been taking biweekly samples since late December
1977, separates tntiated water vapor (wro), tritium gas
(HT), and tntiated hydrocarbons (figure 1). Samples are
returned to the Universijy of Miami Tritium Laboratory
for analysis. At the time this report was prepared, we
had completed analytical work on only the first 14 sets
of samples, too few to interpret. The remainder of the
1978 samples arrived in Miami in April 1979 and are
being processed.

For the second austral summer season, we carried out
an airborne sampling program with a series of flights in
November 1978. We took samples on the transpacific
ferry flight between Point Mugu, California, and Christ-
church, New Zealand, as well as on flights in the Ant-
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arctic region. In all, 73 HTO and 49 HT samples were
taken on eight flights.

During the Pacific ferry flight we were able to deter-	5
mine the interhemispheric HT gradient, previously stud-
ied in 1971-72. Figure 2 shows HT mixing ratios found	. 4
between latitude 35°N and 35°S. Using the two-box	'
model of the troposphere reported by Mason (1977), the
source and loss terms for HT in the southern hemisphere
are equated as follows:	 -

LINEAR LEAST	 S
SQUARE FIT
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XeMCn + is = (Xe + Ar + X)MC5 22	(1)

where
n,s = hemispheric mean values,
C = HT mixing ratio, T atoms per milligram air,
i = production of HT, T atoms per year,

Ar = radioactive decay constant for tritium,
X C = chemical decay constant for hydrogen,
Xe = air exchange coefficient between the northern

and southern hemispheres, and
M = hemispheric atmospheric mass, in milligrams.

4

- 4iio^

Figure 1. Atmospheric tritiated water vapor (Hro), tritium
gas (HT), and trltlated hydrocarbons sampled at South Pole

Station.
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Figure 2. Tropospheric HT mixing ratios between California
and New Zealand.

The southern hemisphere production term i can be
neglected, because no significant anthropogenic sources
Of HT are known there, and equation (1) can be arranged
for the chemical decay constant:

	

Xc {(C - Cr) Xe/CS] - Ar 22	(2)

Using a value of Xe based on the horizontal wind field
data of Newell, Boer, and Kidson (1974) of 1.67 yr'f Ar
of 0.0565 yr', and the values of C, and C found on
this series of flights of 33.76 ± 0.89 and 30.33 ± 0.40
T-atoms per milligram of air respectively, X is found to
be 0.132 ± 0 . 073_ 1 . The uncertainty arises from the
stated errors of C and C 5 . The corresponding residence
time is 7.6 years, with lower and upper limits of 4.9 and
16.8 years, respectively. The asymmetry results from the
form of equation (2).

Airborne sampling in the Antarctic region revealed
essentially the same distributions of HTO and HT as were
found in 1977. Correlation of the HTO data with the
results of the other atmospheric chemistry projects
aboard the aircraft will be useful.

Allen S. Mason performed the airborne sampling. Lt.
John Bortniak of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration is operating the sampler at South Pole
Station during the 1979 austral winter.

This research has been supported by National Science
Foundation grant DPP 76-23433.
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